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ANGELO DEMITRI MORANDINI

Angelo Demitri Morandini (Caldonazzo, Trentino, 1975).
A philosopher, computer scientist, and researcher, he is a conceptual, multidisciplinary artist who bases his research on language, manipulation and their
impact on social relations. Morandini explores the theme of language through
different media: digital arts, video, performance, automatic drawings, paintings and kinetic, sound and/or light installations.
Part of his artistic communication code is participatory art, with which he discovers new ways of “mapping” social relationships. Morandini’s artworks and
conceptual projects have been presented in Italy and abroad; see below the
recent exhibitions, festivals and selected projects:
Legami, installation, Arte Laguna Prize 2021 Finalist artist; (Arsenale di Venezia exhibition curated by Igor Zanti and Matteo Galbiati); Shared oxygen
starting .... s.o.s, participatory art, The Social Art award 2021, Institute of art
and innovation, Berlin, (Top 100; catalog); Dante fluttuante, edited by Dora
Bulart, critical text by Eliana Urbano Raimondi, in collaboration with the Trento
Historical Museum Foundation, personal exhibition at the Contempo Gallery
(Pergine di Trento, Italy 2021);
Fragile Babilonia, video installation, Combat Art Prize 2020 (nomitation; catalog); Il Germogliatore, installation, curated by Annalisa Casagranda MART
- Museum of modern and contemporary art of Trento and Rovereto, (Palazzo
Albere; Trento, 2018); I TRY TO DRAW A FLIGHT, video installation, curated
by Federico Mazzonelli (MAG - Alto Garda Museum, Riva del Garda - Trento,
2015); Dialogue on identity, relational art, (University of the Arts of Bahia, Brazil); Matrici affini, videos, MANIFESTA 7 (collateral; Civic gallery Trento, 2008).
He won prizes for art residences and public art projects in Italy and Portugal. His art works are part of public collections in Italy and in abroad, most
important of them are at Centro de Interpretação do Carvalho de Calvos, in
Portugal; Land Art park in Ledro (Trento, Italy); collection of the municipality
of Borgo Valsugana (Trento) and in private collections in Italy and Germany.
Since 2019 Angelo Demitri Morandini is presented by the galleria Contempo
(Pergine di Trento, Italy). Lives and works at Caldonazzo
(Trento), Italy.

ARTIST STATEMENT

In artistic research, based on language, I use my philosophical and scientific studies as
conceptual material. The works oscillate between randomness and control. The communication tools I use include automatic drawings, paintings, kinetic, sound or light installations,
digital art, and video.
In the installations, I often use pens, pencils, paper clips and office objects as the main
materials of my artistic practice. Movement or absence of movement is part of the game.
Since 2011, I have been investigating social relations through the “social canvas”, an interactive way of drawing under variable surfaces (canvases or walls) “geographical” maps
of social relations between the people involved in the project, who usually come from
different social strata (small closed or open groups). The groups are united by special sociological criteria (colleagues, friends, family, artists, prisoners, migrants, women, children
with disabilities, etc). Part of my work investigates the issue of manipulation and reflects on
information technology and social media.
“It can happen that traces of different, conflicting ideologies and incompatible thoughts
coexist in the same space. My works are simply an invitation to possibility”.
Angelo Demitri Morandini

Installations
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The installations oscillate between randomness and obsession
with control.
In my works, I use elements of language: words, sounds, fragments of conversations, writing objects such as pencils, pens
and typewriters. I assemble them, connect them and combine
them to create small systems that allow us to survive amidst the
madness of the contemporary world.

Destruction of collective memory
2021
cd of chopped judicial offices
variable dimensions

11 Principles
In the 11 principles project, my research converges on topics such as propaganda, manipulation, psychology and politics. I have explored some of the
issues involved in archiving and the value of the archive itself. I sought to
understand the relationship between historical documents, their relationship
with new technologies and the science of data storage. I share the view that
control of archives implies control of the past and could manipulate present
reality.
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To illustrate this idea, for example, we can simply Google the text Goebbels’
11 Principles, and we will see a false result: the outcome of the Google search
leads us to consider the text as having been written by Goebbels, but in reality, it was not.
Using historical research, I created a light installation based on Goebbels’
correct words.
I based my project on historical documents, facts and books and used its false reflection on the Internet (media web pages, bloggers, e-books etc). The
complete research can be requested via email: angelo.morandini@gmail.com.
My works are a kind of wake-up call, an artist’s invitation to consider information and sources in-depth, not only on the web, because they can create a
manipulated and/or distorted past.

11 principles
2020
detail of the unbreakable matrix (mimeograph paper) used to make
the negative of the installation 11 principles
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My artistic works are often in precary equilibrium between casuality and control. In my
installations I use often pens, pencil, office
objects. I use language’s tools, as pencils
or pens and fragments of communications,
as words, sounds, pieces of digital code. I
connect and merge them. In this way i build
objects that help me to understand the
world and the time that i live.
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11 Principles
2020
detail of the negative of the unbreakable matrix
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Divine Order
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In the object entitled Divine Order, the Divine Comedy was sorted alphabetically from A to Z and thus structured in two columns (101,698 occurrences) and
printed on 30 sheets of paper collected in a file.
Part of the list was dictated to the artist, who transcribes it by hand on the wall
with a pencil.
Visually, the shape obtained immediately resembles a sound wave. The artist’s
body becomes a seismograph traversed by sound whose needle, the point of
the pencil, records on the wall what he hears.
The work is an intervention on the sequence of the words of the Divine Comedy, which has been altered in an archival manner.
A silent sonic imprint is born, which regains its voice when it is dictated to the
artist.

Divine order
2021
performance, automatic writing under dictation of the words of Dante’s
Divine Comedy

Divine order
2021
ready made
filing cabinet, 30 digital graphics, toner on paper
36 x 15 x 23 cm
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Lullaby
2020
ping pong balls, pens, battery, wire, pc fan
20 x 25 x 25 cm
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Ninna nanna
ping pong balls, pens, hardware pc
cm 25 x 25 x 20
2020
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POETRY
2020
pen, pc fan, scotch tape, paper
12 A4 sheets

Fragile Babylon

Combat art prize 2020 nomination catalogue
Words, in fact, separate and unite more than bodies and, with their ability to
separate and bring together, give love its time, which is to exist only in the
“not yet”.
Umberto Galimberti
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Fragile Babylon is an installation that can be constructed in a participatory
way, of variable dimensions, formed by an accumulation of 4000 metal elements arranged in a network of graphemes. Starting from a reflection on language
and the ambiguous nature of words, a “linguistic tapestry” is created, the result of mechanical and human automatisms. A reflection of the changing and
dynamic culture of the contemporary era that speaks to us in the language of
contradiction. Words that “say” conceal, while words that conceal are precisely those that reveal. Each element is generated by a stapler that “shoots” its
staples onto a stone. As the stone slowly wears away, the surface on which the
staple impacts changes with each blow, randomly taking on different shapes.
The purpose of the stapler is to anchor one surface to another, but the obsessive attempt to join the staple to the stone results in failure. The impact distorts
the metal, generating unique symbols that are collected and arranged like
the page of a child’s exercise book as they learn to write. The resulting scraps
are used to make letters, primordial cries. In a world where we are inundated
with information and means of communication proliferate, we risk being shipwrecked in existential loneliness, unable to understand each other in a kind
of “contemporary Babylon”.

Fragile Babylon detail
2020
metal staples
400 x 250 cm
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Combat art prize 2020
nomination catalog.
Fragile Babylon
2020
metal staples
400 x 250 cm

Legami

Laguna art prize 2021 exhibition
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On a daily basis, millions of office workers staple together bundles of paper in
order to photocopy them and compose new files to be sent to someone or to
be filed. Files containing the legal, economic, psychological and social life of
people. Tiny metal staples hold together important human stories that another
person, in turn, will have to read, analyse, interpret, judge. Lives connected
to each other that form a complex web of relationships. The staple is precisely
that small, crucial element that holds those human stories written on paper
together. For this reason, they can be considered representative fragments of
worlds and lives.
The staples were collected through a participatory art process involving the
employees of an Italian courthouse for about 3 months in 2020 and then used
to make the installation: Legami (Links).
The cluster of metal staples is not regular; it looks more like the result of
chance. The structure, about 3 m high, is suspended between the ceiling and
the floor, in precarious tension. The metal fragments brought back to life are
not glued but held together mechanically so that the installation as a whole is
on the verge of collapse. The installation interprets human existence, which is
partial, fragile and has no purpose.
In this regard, Angela Vettese writes:
“Today, any teleological conception of history appears exhausted. We feel that
our knowledge, however solid it may have been, is tied to partial theories; there is a predominant feeling of living in fragments, with little known and much
yet to be discovered”.
Angela Vettese, You can do it with everything, the language of contemporary
art, Rome-Bari, Laterza, 2011.

Legami
2020
metal staples
250 x 5 x 70 cm
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Laguna Art Prize
Legami
2021
metal staples
450 x 5 x 100 cm

Digital ART
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Since 2020, I have been investigating the relationship between the written word and the
image, between the visible and the audible. The conceptual and informative bases I used
were: literary texts, such as the Divine Comedy written by Dante Alighieri, philosophical
texts, Plato’s Phaedrus, which is a dialogue between eros and beauty, and finally also ethical/political texts, specifically the Constitution of the Italian Republic. To use a metaphor, I
put the texts on an operating room table and dissected them into thousands of elements.
The resulting pieces were processed with modern social network analysis software, abbreviated SNA, (analysis of the patterns and modes of communication between people,
within communities̀ conceived as networks in which people and groups are the nodes and
the relational flows between them are the links between the nodes). The figures obtained
evoke the cosmos, constellations, cells and recall the origin of life. I then studied their morphology and used algorithms from important geometric theories such as graph theory to
obtain predictive results. I looked for unlikely connections between words and phrases, in
a constant oscillation between chaos and order. The artistic works presented are the result
of this investigation that seeks answers for an uncertain future through the obsession with
quantification. A remapping of values on several levels. A look towards a profound unknown with the awareness of being essentially defenceless in the face of destiny.
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Divine constellation
2021
digital graphics
words of Dante’s Divine Comedy, as data sets, nodes connected in social graph through
ForceAtlas2 layout (algorithm) by Gephi software
png out, fine art print on dibond
80 x 80 cm
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Decostituzione
2021
file
parole della Costituzione italiana, come set di dati, nodi connessi in grafico sociale
attraverso ForceAtlas2 layout (algoritmo) di Gephi software
png out

Floating Dante
The video depicts life, and death, from a philosophical perspective. It tells us
about humans and their position in the universe, sometimes central, sometimes irrelevant. It is a tale made up of words with 14th-century sounds that go
beyond contingency. Work becomes a cosmic language, trusting that within us,
as Chomsky claims, there exists a universal grammar. Dante’s Divine Comedy,
placed on an operating table, was digitally dissected into 14,470 parts (nodes)
and stitched together with 3,546 threads (relationships). So a new organism
was born, and the video is a recording of my screen while I am operating on
it with social network analysis software. Each node corresponds perfectly to a
piece of text that, in turn, is linked to another. The reference to the concretist poet Gomringher and his Konstellationen (1953) is evident. Poems whose
words are arranged on grids offering the reader the possibility of choosing the
narrative path. According to Gomringer, the constellation is the simplest visual
model of poetry built on words. The text of Gomrigher’s constellation, therefore, focuses on the individual words and the order in which they are arranged
on the page. It is, therefore, their sequence that gives the reader the sense
of the composition. Here the blank page becomes a screen, and words in motion. This new organism rises, floats, fluctuates, generating infinite narrative
paths. A set of words that collapse into points, because as Kandinsky writes:
the geometric point is the only link between silence and word. The geometric
point, in fact, found its material form, in the first place, in writing; it belongs
to language and signifies silence*.
Silence, then, is that mystical word that, like death, expresses the mystery of
the universe.
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*Point and Line to Plane, W. Kandinsky, Adelphi Edizioni, Milan

The video cable was hacked. The video signal
is “picked up” and converted into an audio
signal. The digital information is used as the
basis for the soundtrack of the video
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Video frame: Floating Dante
2021
duration 7`25``

Participatory art
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Since 2011, I have been studying social relations through a participatory art
mechanism that I have called “social canvases”.
The project is an interactive way to draw a sort of geography of identities on
variable surfaces (canvases or walls). A map that takes shape through the interventions of the people invited to participate and is then reworked by me in
the studio.
Participants usually come from different social levels or small closed categories. People are united by specific sociological criteria that I have personally
chosen. Groups can be composed on the basis of sexual preference, race, political belief, religious belief, economic/cultural status or a mix of the above.

Social canvas
started in 2015 - work in progress
canvas, permanent marker
200 x 200 cm
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Social canvas in the studio
2012
canvas, pen, spray can
200 x 200 cm
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Social canvas
2015
canvas, permanent marker
200 x 160 cm

Social Font
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In 2021, during the workshop held at the Free Academy of Fine Arts in Rovereto, in collaboration with MART – the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art of Trento and Rovereto,
I designed and created a new alphabet together with the students and teacher Simone
Borioni. A prototype of a social font, a pattern on a triangular base that allows all modules
to be connected by typing letters on the keyboard, was created.

Italian constitution translated into the new social font language
2021
inkjet print on cotton gauze
A4
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Articles of love
2021
file
words of 994 article titles relating to love, as data sets, nodes connected in the social
graph through ForceAtlas2 layout (algorithm) by Gephi software, use of the Social
Font for label
png out

CURRICULUM
ANGELO DEMITRI MORANDINI
1975 | Trento
Adress: 		
Mail: 		
Phone: 		
Web: 		
Instagram:

Via della Villa 97, 38052 Caldonazzo Trento, It
angelo.morandini@gmail.com
+39 346 022 11 39
www.angelomorandini.it
https://www.instagram.com/angelo_demitri_morandini/

Education
2018 Roma, OCA, Oracle Database SQL Certified Associate, Oracle University, certificate
2018 Roma, OCP, Oracle 12c Database Administrator Certified Associate, Oracle University, certificate
2010 Bolzano, MCTS, Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist, European Social Fund,
certificate
2010 Bolzano, VMware Technical Certification Team, European Social Fund, certificate
2010 Bolzano, VMW-00510785E-00078811 VMware vSphere, CTS, European Social Fund,
certificate
2005 Verona, Master’s degree in Philosophy at the University of Verona, Italy
2001 Trento, Diploma in information Technology, Business Academy, Trento, Specialization
course of the European Social Fund, certificate
1995 Trento, Galileo Galilei Scientific High School, Diploma
2019 Pergine Valsugana (TN), RG Foundation, Galleria Contempo, Art management, curated by Dora Bulart, certificate
2011 Trento, Galleria Civica, Workshop Relational and immaterial art, outside art, underground art, curated by Cesare Pietroiusti, certificate
2011 Trento, Galleria Civica, Art in the public space / public art, curated by Alberto Garutti,
certificate
2011 Trento, Galleria Civica, A Long Time Between Suns, curated by di The Otolith Group,
multicultural scenarios of contemporary society between the local dimension and globalization, certificate
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Residency
2016 Portugal, Calvos, Centro de Interpretação do Carvalho, URBAN SEEDING VS NATURE, curated by Massimiliano Rosa, installation
2013 Ledro (Trento), Ledro Land Art project, Alambicco Sonoro, curated by Massimiliano
Rosa, site specific sound installation.
Solo exhibitions (selected)
2021 Pergine Valsugana (Trento), Contempo art gallery, Dante fluttuante, curated by Dora
Bulart, critical text by Eliana Urbano Raimondi, installations, sound, digital prints, video,
non-fungible token (nft)

2020 Pergine Valsugana (Trento), Contempo art gallery, Crazy Pink Propaganda, curated by
Dora Bulart, light, sound and kinetic installations, painting
2019 Borgo Valsugana (Trento), Park of Peace, Social canvas , curated by Giuliana Gilli,
interactive project by relational art
2013 Genova, Aboutness Contemporary Art Gallery, Scanning the tattoo on Baudelaire’s
forehead, curated by Maurizio Vallebona, video installations, digital prints
2012 Trento, Idea’s Space, NO-MADE ROOM, curated by Francesca Quadrelli & Layla
Betty, site specific installation
2012 Trento, Andromeda art gallery, OOO: Out Of Office, curated by Luigi Penasa e Francesca Piersanti, sculpture, drawings
Curatorial projects (selected)
2020 Trento, Palace EXPoste, Atlas Curae project, Social canvas, curated by Francesca
Piersanti and Veronica Bellei, interactive project by relational art
2018 Trento, Parco delle Albere, Il Germogliatore, curated by Annalisa Casagranda in collaboration with Mart – Modern and Contemporary Art Museum of Rovereto, installation
2015 Riva del Garda (Trento), MAG – Alto Garda Museum, Der Blitz curatorial project, I TRY
TO DRAW A FLIGHT, curated by Federico Mazzonelli, video installation
2012 Trento, Upload Art Project, Le parole che non ti ho detto, curated by Federico Mazzonelli, installation, video
2012 Pergine (Trento), Pergine Spettacolo Aperto – International Festival, Il Germogliatore,
installation, object (prize)
2010 Brazil , Bahia, Arts University, Dialogo d’identità, interactive project by relational art
2010 Trento, University of Trento, Sociology department, VII th annual meeting of the Italian
Society of Cognitive Sciences, Binary chain, curated by Marco Cruciani, video installation
2010 Trento, University of Trento, Sociology department, The bar, curated by Francesca
Quadrelli, digital art
2009 Mezzocorona (Trento), CRAM – Art Research Centre, La prova di DIO, curated by
David Tomasi, performance, installation
2008 Trento, City Art Gallery (Galleria civica), MANIFESTA7, Matrici Affini, curated by Fabio
Cavallucci, video installation, (collateral)
Collective exhibitions (selected)
2021 Venice, Laguna Art Prize, exhibition at Arsenale of Venice, international art prize,
Legami, curated by Igor Zanti e Matteo Galbiati, installation
2021 Fortezza (Bolzano), Forte e Museo di Fortezza, Biennale 50x50x50 Art South Tyrol, I
need white, curated by Hartwig Thaler, in collaboration with the Forte di Fortezza provincial
museum and with the Oppidum di Fortezza association, installation
2020 Busto Garolfo (Milano), Villa Brentano, #uomo #mondo #macchina secondo round,
curated by Manuel Zoia in colaboration with Dario Mellone foundation, video
2016 Trento, Lodron Palace, In viaggio, interactive project in relational art
2016 Trento, Bookique space, Se tu fossi con me, audio installation

2012 Genova, ABOUTNESS Contemporary Art Gallery, The limits of control in the dynamism of labyrinthine pattern formation, curated by Maurizio Vallebona, digital art
2011 Coredo, City Park, Art Terapy interactive project, curated by Gabriele Lorenzoni, interactive project by relational art
2011 Denno, Saint Agnese Church, La ricerca dell’assoluto, (A)–TenTaTo, curated by Pietro
Weber, installation
2011 Val di Sole (Trento), Molino Ruatti, AQUAE, Titanic: Uno sguardo sull’acqua dei precari, curated by David A. Angeli, installation
2011 Roveretom, University of Cognitive Sciences, Codex vitae, Mani:10101/21, curated by
Maddalena Tomasi & Francesca Bacci in collaboration with MART - Museo d’arte moderna
e contemporanea, drawings, digital art
2011 Villa Lagarina (Trento), Palazzo Libera, Sebben che siamo Donne, Catena binaria, curated by Angela Madesani, Antonio Cossu, video
2010 Bolzano, KunstArt, Intersection curatorial project, Il Pontecontemporanea Art Gallery,
(A)–TenTaTo, curated by David Tomasi, installation
2009 Cles (Trento), Palazzo Assessorile, Oltre il muro, 1|2, curated by Gabriele Lorenzoni,
installation
2009 Bolzano, KunstArt, Modern Contemporary Art review, Omaggio a Searle, digital art
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Prizes
2021 Venice (It), Laguna Art Prize, Legami, exhibition at Arsenale of Venice, international art
prize, curated by Igor Zanti e Matteo Galbiati, installation
2021 Berlin, selected for the official Social Art Award 2021 book, Shared oxygen starting
.... s.o.s., Social Art Award 2021 in collalaboration with IFAI institute for art and innovation,
interactive project by relational art
2020 Livorno (It), Combat Art Prize Nomination, international art prize, Fragile Babilonia,
installation
2013 Ledro (Trento), Ledro Land Art project, Alambicco Sonoro, sound installation, residence
2012 Pergine (Trento), Pergine Spettacolo Aperto – International Festival, Open Project
programme, Il Germogliatore, installation
2012 Udine, Teatro San Giorgio, SQUARE project, Manifesto futurista in Leoncavallo, curated by F. Agostinelli, digital art
Public Collections
2019 Collection of Municipality of Borgo Valsugana, Comunità Valsugana e Tesino, Tela
Sociale, painting
2016 Portugal, Calvos, Centro de Interpretação do Carvalho, URBAN SEEDING VS NATURE, installation
2013 Collection of Municipality of Ledro (Trento) , park of Ledro Land Art, Alambicco Sonoro, audio installation

2021, 50x50x50 allen alles omnibus omnia tutto per tutti everything for everyone, catalogo
della mostra, Franzensfeste fortezza, Musei provinciali alto Adige, Euregio anno dei musei
2021, in collaborazione con Museo di Fortezza, direttore artistico Hartwig Thaler
2021, Dante fluttuante, catalogo della mostra, Pergine Valsugana, in collaborazione con
Fondazione museo storico di Trento, Galleria contempo, a cura di Dora Bulart, testo critico
di Eliana Urbano Raimondi
2021, Laguna art prize, brochure della mostra, Arsenale Nord Venezia, Associazione MoCa
2021, The social art award 2021 new greening edition n. 3, catalogo della mostra, Berlino,
The institute for art and innovation, art director: Jessica Brazen, Publisher Institute for art
and innovation e.V
2021, Area arte, Trimestrale di arte e cultura
2020, Robotic Man, catalogo della mostra, Indipendent artist, in collaborazione con Fondazione Dario Mellone, a cura di Manuel Zoia, assistente curatoriale Martina Buttiglieri,
supervisore Valerio Villoresi
2020, Premio Combat, catalogo della mostra, Associazione culturale Blob ART, casa editrice sillabe, mostra e catalogo a cura di Paolo Batoni
2015, Der blitz 2015 supernova e falsipiani, catalogo della mostra, Mag Museo Alto Garda
Trento, in collaborazione con Mart museo d’arte moderna e contemporanea, a cura di Federico Mazzonelli e Denis Isaia
2012, Open creazione contemporanea in Trentino, brochure della mostra, Palazzo Stelzer,
Piazza municipio Pergine Trento, in collaborazione con Pergine spettacolo aperto, Publistampa, a cura di Tommasin C.E
2012, Martup, brochure, MART museo d’arte moderna e contemporanea, a cura di Annalisa Casagranda
2011, Sebben che siamo donne, catalogo della mostra, Palazzo Libera per l’arte contemporanea, Villa Lagarina Trento, Promart, a cura di Angela Madesani
2011, Progettare la vita codex vitae 2011, brochure della mostra, Palazzo dell’istruzione
Rovereto Trento, in collaborazione con Mart museo d’arte moderna e contemporanea e
casa d’asta von Moremberg, a cura di Francesca Bacci e Maddalena Tomasi
2011, Acquae, catalogo della mostra, Molino Ruatti Valle di Rabbi Trento, testi di David
Aaron Angeli e Andrea Villiani, a cura di David Aa ron Angeli
2011, Glamour, articolo su rivista
2011, Il cerchio e le linee, articolo su periodico, a cura di Antonio Cossu
2009, Oltre il muro, catalogo della mostra, Palazzo assessorile Cles TN, associazione la
chiave, a cura di Gabriele Lorenzoni e Paolo Forno
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